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Arabic
International	Languages,	Level	1	(Academic)	LYABDP	–	Arabic	(no	previous	ex-
perience)
This course examines significant developments and events in world history from earliest times to the present. 
Students will explore social, economic, and political forces in different times and places, and how technology, 
art, and religion have helped shape people’s’ lives and identities. Students will apply the concepts of historical 
thinking and the historical inquiry process, including the interpretation and analysis of evidence, while 
investigating a variety of human experiences in world history. 
Prerequisite: English, Grade 9.  No previous experience in the language is required as this is an introductory 
course.  
Anti-requisite:  LYABD1compulsory course (LDCC)

ARABIC AND SPANISH
GRADE 10

ARABIC COURSES OFFERED:     LYABDP, LYABD1
SPANISH COURSES OFFERED:   LWSBD1         

                               

UNIT OR TOPIC

Oral Communication: Listening

Oral Communication: Speaking

Reading

Writing

Grammar

Diagnostic	assessment: Listening and answering texts presented  
Formative	assessment: Ongoing, detailed feedback based on classroom 
activities.
Summative	Assessment: Quizzes, performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Based on classroom participation in speaking 
activities. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on classroom 
tasks such as interviewing, creating phone messages, making a presentation, 
participating in small-group discussions, creating a role play etc.
Summative	assessment: Creating presentations on selected topics  

Diagnostic	assessment: Decoding/answering textbook comprehension 
questions. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks such 
as decoding, textbook reading comprehension questions, retelling, using 
context to derive meanings, novel study, reading logs etc.
Summative	assessment: Quizzes, tests, novel study, reading logs, 
performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Through surveys, journal entries, opinion entries etc.
Formative	assessment:	Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks 
including different types of writing such as letters, essay drafts, reading logs 
etc.
Summative	assessment: Tests,reading logs, novel study, essays etc

Diagnostic	assessment: Surveys and notes on application in the four skill 
areas.
Formative	assessment:	Ongoing and integrated into all four skill areas. 
Summative	assessment: Quizzes, tests, performance tasks etc.

CONTENT OR DESCRIPTION

Summative	assessment*:	Students	will	create	and	submit	a	personal	
learning	portfolio	from	contents	learned	in	this	course.
*Formative	feedback	will	be	given	to	students	before	the	final	product	is	
submitted

Summative	assessment:	Includes	all	skills/content	acquired	through	
the course.

Course	Culminating	Activity/
Independent Study

Final	Exam

http://saunders.tvdsb.ca
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International	Languages,	Level	1	(Academic)	LYABD1	–	Arabic	(with	basic	
experience)
This course enables students to develop competence in listening, speaking, reading, and writing in the language 
of study.  Students will continue to participate in interactive activities in which they can apply and develop their 
language skills to communicate with native speakers of the language.  They will explore aspects of the culture in 
regions of the world where the language is spoken, including social customs, food, sports and leisure activities, 
popular festivals, and music.  Although students will expand their vocabulary and knowledge of linguistic 
elements, the language they will use at this level will still be simple.
Prerequisite: English, Grade 9 with rudimentary experience speaking, reading and writing in Arabic.   
Anti-requisite:  LYABDP

UNIT OR TOPIC

Oral Communication: Listening

Oral Communication: Speaking

Reading

Writing

Grammar

Diagnostic	assessment: Listening and answering to texts presented in a variety 
of forms.
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback based on 
classroom activities.
Summative	Assessment: Quizzes, performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Using a variety of tools based on classroom 
participation in different speaking activities. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on classroom 
tasks such as interviewing, creating phone messages, making a presentation, 
participating in small-group discussions, creating a role play etc.
Summative	assessment: Creating presentations on selected topics using 
acquired skills, performance tasks etc. 

Diagnostic	assessment: Decoding and answering textbook comprehension 
questions. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks such as 
decoding, textbook reading comprehension questions, retelling, using context to 
derive meanings, novel study, reading logs etc.
Summative	assessment: Quizzes, tests, novel study, reading logs, performance 
tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Through surveys, journal entries, opinion entries etc.
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks including 
different types of writing such as letters, essay drafts, reading logs etc.
Summative	assessment: Tests, quizzes, reading logs, novel study, essays, 
performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Through surveys and notes on application in the four 
skill areas.
Formative	assessment:	Ongoing and integrated into all four skill areas. 
Summative assessment: Quizzes, tests, performance tasks etc.

CONTENT OR DESCRIPTION

Summative	assessment*:	Students	will	create	a	board	game	incorporat-
ing	content	from	units	learned	in	this	course.
*Formative	feedback	will	be	given	to	students	before	the	final	product	is	
submitted,	as	assignments	are	chunked.

Summative	assessment:	will	include	all	skills	and	content	acquired	
through the course.

Course	Culminating	Activity/
Independent Study

Final	Exam
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Spanish
International	Languages,	Level	1	(Academic)	LWSBD1	–	Spanish
This course provides students with the language learning experiences that will enable them to communicate in 
the language of study. Students will continue to develop and apply their speaking skills in a variety of contexts, 
and will participate in activities that will improve their reading comprehension and writing skills. They will also 
continue to explore aspects of the culture of countries where the language under study is spoken by taking 
part in community-sponsored events and activities involving both print and technological resources. Although 
students will continue to expand their vocabulary and repertoire of language structures, the language they will 
use at this level will still be simple.
Prerequisite: None  

All units include correlated videos, pronunciation drills, listening comprehension skills and communication skills 
in proficiency, situation and songs.

UNIT OR TOPIC

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Communication: how to introduce oneself and greet others, to tell time, to give the date, to talk 
about the weather, to use numbers and to discuss prices.
Language: basic stock phrases that relate to the daily environment
Culture: introduction to the Spanish-speaking world, its breadth and variety

Communication: to talk about in class and outside of class activities - what one likes and does 
not like to do and to express what one hopes and wishes to do.
Language: how to ask questions and regular -ar verbs
Culture: the importance of Spanish language, the number and diversity of Hispanic communities 
in the United States and the world

Communication: to talk about the immediate personal world - such as possessions, appearance, 
personality, origin and peer group
Language: articles, nouns and adjectives, and irregular verbs Ser and Estar
Culture: interpersonal relationships - Hispanic dating habits and concept of friendship.

Communication: to talk about where one lives, to describe ongoing actions and activities and 
feelings, to discuss future plans and to learn how to write a postcard or a short letter
Language: the verbs ‘ser,estar and ir’, the personal ‘a’ and direct object pronouns 
Culture: introduction to Mexico, the largest Spanish speaking population in the world 

Communication: to describe home, family, belongings, and actions and activities involving other 
people
Language: regular -er and -ir verbs, irregular verbs ‘decir, ver, hacer, dar’ and the concept of 
possession
Culture: the concept of Hispanic family life and Spanish-speaking people of New York

Communication: to discuss what one earns and spends, leisure activities and sports
Language: affirmative and negative expressions, object pronouns and stem-changing verbs
Culture: The Hispanic view of money, leisure activities and dating

Communication: to talk about past events and how to keep a diary
Language: the preterite form of regular and irregular verbs
Culture: familiar topics - school, birthdays, and various parts of Hispanic world

CONTENT OR DESCRIPTION

http://saunders.tvdsb.ca
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Arabic
International	Languages,	Level	2	(University	Preparation)	LYACU1	–	Arabic	(with	
intermediary	experience)
This course offers students opportunities to further develop competence and confidence in listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing in the language of study.  Students will participate in interactive activities (e.g. discussions 
about literature, travel, shopping) in which they will further develop their knowledge of linguistic elements.  They 
will continue to explore aspects of culture in regions of the world where the language is spoken, including 
fashion, historical figures, art, and architecture.  Students will enhance their critical and creative thinking 
skills through reading diverse materials, including original literature, and will explore a variety of personal and 
professional contexts in which knowledge of the international language is required.
Prerequisite: English, Grade 9, with basic experience speaking, reading and writing in Arabic and/or LYABD1.   

ARABIC AND SPANISH
GRADE 11

ARABIC COURSES OFFERED:  LYACU1
SPANISH COURSES OFFERED: LWSCU1      

                               

UNIT OR TOPIC

Oral Communication: Listening

Oral Communication: Speaking

Reading

Writing

Grammar

Diagnostic	assessment: Listening and answering to texts presented in a variety of 
forms.
Formative	assessment:	Ongoing through detailed feedback based on classroom 
activities.
Summative	Assessment: Quizzes, performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Using a variety of tools based on classroom participation in 
different speaking activities. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on classroom tasks 
such as interviewing, creating phone messages, making a presentation, participating 
in small-group discussions, creating a role play etc.
Summative assessment: Creating presentations on selected topics using acquired 
skills, performance tasks etc.  

Diagnostic	assessment:	Decoding and answering textbook comprehension 
questions. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks such as 
decoding, textbook reading comprehension questions, retelling, using context to 
derive meanings, novel study, reading logs etc.
Summative	assessment: Quizzes, tests, novel study, reading logs, performance 
tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment:	Through surveys, journal entries, opinion entries etc.
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks including 
different types of writing such as letters, essay drafts, reading logs etc.
Summative	assessment: Tests, quizzes, reading logs, novel study, essays, 
performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Through surveys and notes on application in the four skill 
areas.
Formative	assessment: Ongoing and integrated into all four skill areas. 
Summative	assessment: Quizzes, tests, performance tasks etc.

CONTENT OR DESCRIPTION

Summative	assessment*:	Students	will	create	and	submit	a	personal	learning	
portfolio	from	contents	learned	in	this	course.
*Formative	feedback	will	be	given	to	students	before	the	final	product	is	
submitted

Summative	assessment:	Includes	all	skills/content	acquired	through	the	
course.

Course	Culminating	Activity/
Independent Study

Final	Exam

http://saunders.tvdsb.ca
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Spanish
International	Languages	Level	2	(University	Preparation)	LWSCU1	–	Spanish
This course offers students opportunities to further develop their knowledge of the international language and 
to enhance their communication skills. Students will use increasingly sophisticated language in a variety of 
activities that will enable them to speak and write with clarity and accuracy. Students will also enhance their 
thinking skills through the critical study of literature, and continue to explore aspects of the culture of countries 
where the language is spoken through a variety of print and technological resources. 
Prerequisite: International Languages, Level 1, Academic, LWSBD1

All units include correlated videos, pronunciation drills, listening comprehension skills and communication skills 
in proficiency, situation and songs.

UNIT OR TOPIC

1

2

3

4

5

Communication: to shop for clothes, to talk about personal fitness and grooming and to discuss 
daily activities
Language: comparative and superlative constructions, reflexive verbs and parts of the body
Culture: Importance of Hispanic society, shopping customs, clothing and personal fitness

Communication: to talk about the future professions, to describe their own talents, to apply for a 
job and participate in a job interview
Language: the distinction between the verbs ‘saber’ and ‘conocer’ and the prepositions ‘por y 
para’, and the infinitive constructions
Culture: focus on careers, professions and the usefulness of Spanish 

Communication: to make suggestions, give warnings, explain simple recipes, ask for assistance 
and make requests using familiar commands
Language: formation of affirmative and negative commands, position and sequencing of 
pronouns with commands
Culture: the focus on daily life, with special emphasis on food and meals

Communication: to describe things one used to do and the circumstances of a specific event or 
events in general in the past
Language: the formation of the imperfect tense and its uses - as contrasted with the preterite, 
and the review of negative expressions
Culture: the importance of good manners, some common superstitions, Simon Bolivar and the 
novel ‘Don Quijote’

Communication: to describe plans for the future, to make predictions about the future of society 
and reaction in certain situations
Language: formation and uses of the future and the conditional tenses
Culture: Hispanic achievement in the sciences, gypsies and flamenco music, focus on Ecuador

CONTENT OR DESCRIPTION
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Arabic
International	Languages,	Level	3	(University	Preparation)	LYADU1	–	Arabic
This course prepares students for university studies in the international language. Students will enhance their 
ability to use the language with clarity and precision, and will develop the language skills needed to engage 
in sustained conversations and discussions, understand and evaluate information, read diverse materials for 
both study and pleasure, and write clearly and effectively. Students will also have opportunities to add to their 
knowledge of the culture of countries where the language is spoken through the use of community resources 
and computer technology.
Prerequisite: International Languages, Level 2, University Preparation, LYACU1  

ARABIC AND SPANISH
GRADE 12

 COURSES OFFERED: LYADU1, LWSDU1    
                               

 

UNIT OR TOPIC

Oral Communication: Listening

Oral Communication: Speaking

Reading

Writing

Grammar

Diagnostic	assessment: Listening and answering to texts
Formative	assessment:	Ongoing. Detailed feedback based on classroom activities.
Summative	Assessment: Quizzes, performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Based on classroom participation in different speaking 
activities. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on classroom tasks 
such as interviewing, creating phone messages, making a presentation, participating 
in small-group discussions, creating a role play etc.
Summative assessment: Creating presentations on selected topics using acquired 
skills, performance tasks etc.  

Diagnostic	assessment:	Decoding and answering textbook comprehension 
questions. 
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks such as 
decoding, textbook reading comprehension questions, retelling, using context to 
derive meanings, novel study, reading logs etc.
Summative	assessment: Quizzes, reading logs, novel study, essays, performance 
tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment:	Through surveys, journal entries, opinion entries etc.
Formative	assessment: Ongoing through detailed feedback on tasks including 
different types of writing such as letters, essay drafts, reading logs etc.
Summative	assessment: Tests, quizzes, reading logs, novel study, essays, 
performance tasks etc.

Diagnostic	assessment: Surveys and notes on application in the four skill areas.
Formative	assessment: Ongoing and integrated into all four skill areas. 
Summative	assessment: Quizzes, tests, performance tasks etc.

CONTENT OR DESCRIPTION

Summative	assessment*:	Create	a	board	game	incorporating	all	content	
learned  
*Formative	feedback	will	be	given	to	students	before	the	final	product	is	
submitted,	as	assignments	are	chunked.

Summative	assessment:	Skills		and	content	acquired	through	the	course.

Course	Culminating	Activity/
Independent Study

Final	Exam

http://saunders.tvdsb.ca
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Spanish
International	Languages	Level	3	(University	Preparation)	LWSDU1	–	Spanish
This course prepares students for university studies in the international language. Students will enhance their 
ability to use the language with clarity and precision, and will develop the language skills needed to engage 
in sustained conversations and discussions, understand and evaluate information, read diverse materials for 
both study and pleasure, and write clearly and effectively. Students will also have opportunities to add to their 
knowledge of the culture of countries where the language is spoken through the use of community resources 
and computer technology.  
Prerequisite: International Languages, Level 2, University Preparation, LWSCU1 

UNIT OR TOPIC

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Communication: to talk about daily activities at home and at school, to discuss vacations and 
free time, to describe oneself and friends, and to express feelings and preferences
Language: review of adjective-noun agreement, of regular verbs and irregular verbs ’ser, estar, ir, 
tener’ and their uses 
Culture: the breadth of Hispanic world with focus on Chile, Mexico, Panama and Spain

Communication: to talk about dating, social life, friendships, family relations and conflicts, and 
people in their community
Language: review of demonstrative and possessive adjectives and pronouns, direct and indirect 
object pronouns, and irregular verbs ‘gustar, decir, saber, conocer’.
Culture: leisure time activities - music, the beach and the movies

Communication: to talk about personal opinions, care and clothes, daily routine, feelings and 
emotions
Language: review stem-changing and reflexive verbs
Culture: Hispanic attitudes toward money and marriage, and focus on Buenos Aries

Communication: to talk about past events
Language: review of the preterite, recent past, duration of time, infinitive constructions, and 
adverbs
Culture: life in Spain

Communication: to describe what is generally done and not done, how one feels and looks, 
and accomplishments
Language: review of forms and uses of the imperfect and preterit, learn the use of impersonal 
construction with ‘se’ and the formation and use of the present perfect and pluperfect
Culture: the difference between ‘Ud and tu’, the value of time, the use of the telephone and 
focus on the Dominican Republic

Communication: Describe future plans, make predictions about the future of society
Language: to review ‘por vs. para’, the future and the conditional, to learn the future and 
conditional perfect
Culture: Hispanic achievements in the sciences, gypsies and flamenco music, and focus on 
Ecuador

Communication: to give orders, advise, instructions, to make suggestions and indirect requests, 
and to prepare advertising materials
Language: formation and uses of the regular subjunctive mood in indirect commands
Culture: the role of the family in career planning and the learning of languages

Communication: To express an opinion, emotion, personal attitude and doubts and to talk about 
what is and what may be.
Language: formation of the irregular subjunctive and its uses with expressions of emotion, 
doubt, opinion and relative pronouns
Culture: the role of teacher and the school in Hispanic society, the problems related to life in the 
large cities and the country, and focus on the mysterious Nazca drawings

CONTENT OR DESCRIPTION
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